Abstract-In this paper, we develop an energy-efficient, faulttolerant approach for collaborative signal and information processing (CSIP) among multiple sensor nodes using a mobileagent-based computing model. In this model, instead of each sensor node sending local information to a processing center for integration, as is typical in a client/server-based computing, the integration code is moved to the sensor nodes through mobile agents. The energy efficiency objective and the fault tolerance objective always conflict with each other and present unique challenge to the design of CSIP algorithms. In general, energyefficient approaches try to limit the redundancy in the algorithm so that minimum amount of energy is required for fulfilling a certain task. On the other hand, redundancy is needed for providing fault tolerance since sensors might be faulty, malfunctioning, or even malicious. A balance has to be struck between these two objectives. We discuss the potential of mobile-agent-based collaborative processing in providing progressive accuracy while maintaining certain degree of fault tolerance. We evaluate its performance compared to the client/server-based collaboration from perspectives of energy consumption and execution time through both simulation and analytical study. Finally, we take collaborative target classification as an application example to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The infusion and maturation of the Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS), computation, and wireless communication technologies has advanced the development of sensor networks. A large amount of low cost, intelligent microsensors can be rapidly deployed in an environment of interest. These sensors can individually sense the environment. They can also collaborate with each other and achieve complex information gathering and dissemination tasks.
Although potentially powerful, sensor networks have presented unique challenges to many aspects of network design and information processing, which can be summarized as: (1) The scalability challenge. The proliferation of low cost sensors enables large amounts of sensor deployment. As more sensors are put into the field, more data is captured which can enhance decision making. The risk is, however, large data transfer and information overloading. ( 2) The reliability challenge. Sensors communicate through low-bandwidth and unreliable wireless links compared to wired communication. An individual sensor may suffer intermittent connectivity due to high bit error rate (BER) of the wireless link, and it can be This research was supported in part by DARPA under grant N66001-001-8946.
further deteriorated by environmental hazard. The challenge is to provide reliable information based on potentially unreliable wireless communication networks and unreliable sensor nodes. ( 3) The dynamics challenge. Since sensors are usually rapidly deployed in large amount, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to maintain a pre-designed network structure. Sensors may be static or mobile. They may come and go because of new sensor deployment and node failure. All these dynamic features indicate that sensor networks tend to be infrastructureless and require the underlying network services and applications to be adaptive. (4) The energy challenge. In sensor networks, the major constraint to individual sensor performance is energy [1] , [2] . The lifetime of the sensor node is mainly determined by the power supply since battery replacement is not an option. The longer the sensors last, the more stable the network, and the less dynamic the network. To meet the energy requirement, redundant activities should be reduced if not eliminated [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . However, redundancy is desired in providing robust and fault-tolerant information, especially when individual sensor nodes are potentially unreliable.
The focus of this paper is collaborative signal and information processing (CSIP). In order to respond to the challenges posed by sensor networks, the underlying CSIP techniques need to be scalable, adaptive, energy-aware, and capable of delivering reliable information in real time. Furthermore, CSIP algorithms should provide progressive accuracy as the collaboration process could be terminated upon achieving desired accuracy to conserve energy. In order to realize these goals several approaches have been developed [7] , such as the information-driven dynamic sensor collaboration technique proposed by Zhao et. al [8] and the relation-based approach by Guibas [9] . In this paper, we develop a mobile-agent-based computing model to carry out the collaborative processing. Instead of focusing on either fault tolerance or energy efficiency, the mobile-agent-based model aims to resolve the conflicts between these two objectives.
The outline of this paper is as follows: Sec. II explains the difference between the mobile-agent-based computing model and the client/server-based computing model in collaborative processing. Sec. III uses both analytical analysis and simulation tools to evaluate the performance of these two models from energy consumption and execution time points of view. Sec. IV presents a multi-sensor integration algorithm that can be realized by mobile agents. It also discusses the degree of fault tolerance that the mobile-agent-based collaborative processing can provide. Experimental results on collaborative classification of three targets in a network of 70 sensors are presented in Sec. V.
II. MOBILE-AGENT-BASED COMPUTING MODEL
In collaborative processing the most commonly used computing model is client/server-based where individual sensors (the clients) send raw data or pre-processed data to a processing center (the server) and data integration is carried out at the center [10] , [11] . There are a few drawbacks with this model that might prevent it from being used in sensor networks. First of all, the client/server-based computing generally requires many round trips over the network in order to complete one transaction. Each transaction consumes network bandwidth and communication energy. The network connection needs to be alive and healthy the entire time of the transaction, otherwise, the transaction has to restart if it can at all. Secondly, there have to be some kind of supernodes in the sensor network served as the processing centers which have bigger storage, higher computing capabilities, and more energy. But in some automatic and homogeneous sensor networks, this is not always the case. Given the unreliability and low bandwidth of the wireless link used in sensor networks, the client/server-based computing is not appropriate to carry out the collaborative processing between multiple sensor nodes.
In this section, we present a new computing model based on the mobile agents. In this model, instead of each sensor node sending raw data or pre-processed data to the processing center, the processing code is moved to the data locations through mobile agents. Figure 1 illustrates the difference between the client/server-based computing and mobile-agentbased computing. The mobile-agent-based computing has the following features that respond to the unique challenges posed by the sensor network: (1) Scalability. The performance of the network is not affected when the number of sensor nodes is increased. Agent architectures that support adaptive network load balancing could do much of a redesign automatically [12] ; (2) Reliability. Mobile agents can be sent when the network connection is alive and return results when the connection is re-established. Therefore, the performance of the mobile-agent-based computing is not affected much by the reliability of the network; (3) Extensibility and task-adaptivity. Mobile agents can be programmed to carry different task-specific integration processes which extends the functionality of the network; (4) Energyawareness. The itinerary of the mobile agent is dynamically determined based on both the information gain and energy constraints. It is tightly integrated into the application and is energy-efficient; and (5) Progressive accuracy. A mobile agent always carries a partially integrated result generated by nodes it already visited. As the mobile agent migrates from node to node, the accuracy of the integrated result is constantly improved assuming the agent follows the path determined based on the information gain. Therefore, the agent can return results and terminate its itinerary any time the integration accuracy satisfies the requirement. This feature, on the other hand, also saves both network bandwidth and computation time since unnecessary node visits and agent migrations are avoided.
Generally speaking, mobile agent is a special kind of "software". Once dispatched, it can migrate from node to node performing data processing autonomously. Figure 2 shows the structure of a mobile agent that has four attributes: identification, itinerary, data, and processing code. Identification uniquely identifies each mobile agent. Data is the agent's data buffer which carries a partially integrated result. Itinerary is the route of migration. It can be fixed or dynamically determined based on the current network status and the information gain. Processing code carries out the integration whenever the mobile agent arrives at a local sensor node. In order to better illustrate how these two computing models perform integration, Figure 3 presents a temporal and spatial comparison of the life cycle of their migration units. In the client/server-based model, the migration unit is "data", while in the mobile-agent-based model, the migration unit is "mobile agent". In both examples we assume there are three sensor nodes (
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The life cycle of both units is composed of three components,
does not reflect the actual time spent. They are used here as symbols to show the sequence of events in the life cycle.
In the client/server-based model ( Fig. 3 (a) ), the clients ( After receiving all the incoming data files, the server can TIME S P A C E wait for incoming data queue incoming data for processing result generated
(b) Mobile agent migration. start processing, which would take
amount of time. In the mobile-agent-based model ( Fig. 3 (b) ), a mobile agent is created at node ¢ ¡ Fig. 3 , we observe that the mobile-agent-based computing might not always perform better than the client/serverbased computing since mobile agents also introduce overhead, which mainly comes from the agent creation and dispatch time. However, for the client/server-based computing, there will be increased queuing delay as the number of clients increases. As a result, it may cause longer processing delay and more potential drops at the server side. Unfortunately, in sensor networks, the number of nodes could be hundreds or even thousands. In order to evaluate the performance of these two computing models objectively, we conducted a series of analytical study and simulation as discussed in the next section.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We choose to use two metrics, the execution time and the energy consumption, to evaluate the performance of the client/server-based and mobile-agent-based computing models in collaborative processing.
A. The Execution Time
The execution time is the time spent to finish a processing task. In the mobile-agent-based model, it starts from the time a mobile agent is created to the time the mobile agent returns with results. In the client/server-based model, it is from the time the clients send out data to the time the data processing is finished and results are generated at the server. The execution time consists of three components, , the number of agents @ , and the number of sensor nodes A that each agent migrates (the processing center is not included). Notice that
. Thus, for the client/server-based computing, the data transfer time is
; the overhead time is
(assuming the time used to read and write the data file is the same); and the data processing time is
. Therefore, the total execution time using the client/serverbased model is
(1)
For the mobile-agent-based computing, the time used to transfer the agents is
since it takes additional time for the cluster head to receive the agents in sequence after they finish the migration; the agent overhead time is
as it takes
for the cluster head to dispatch and receive @ mobile agents and
for all the local nodes to send and receive each mobile agent; and the time used to execute the processing code locally is
. Therefore, the total execution time using the mobile-agentbased model is:
In the analytical model described above, the component that is most difficult to measure is the data transfer time, where retransmission and error control are not considered. Unfortunately, these factors occur quite often in sensor networks because of the use of wireless link. Therefore, we develop simulation models for more accurate estimation of the data transfer time
.
B. The Energy Consumption
Sensor nodes are normally composed of four basic units [1] : a sensing unit, a processing unit, a communication unit, and a power unit. Among these units, communication and sensing consume most of the energy. However, since the energy consumed in sensing is the same for both models we choose to neglect this factor.
Similar to the formulation of the execution time, the energy consumption for the two computing models depends on three components, energy consumed in data transfer (p § © ), overhead processing (p $ ), and data processing (p
) . Since no matter where the data processing is taken place, be it at the local sensor node or the processing center, the energy consumed for the entire sensor network is the same for both computing models, we choose to neglect
is the coefficient indicating the amount of energy consumed in processing 1 byte of data. Since we only have knowledge of time spent for overhead processing and the amount of data that can be processed in 1 second, the so-called equivalent data size (5 " ! ) , we can derive the size of data that takes for client/server-based model. We assume the data processing routine read/writes data files using a 4KB records and one byte of data takes one operation to process. Since K B for simplicity purpose [14] .
Similar to Eq. 1, the energy consumption model we use for the client/server-based computing is
Correspondingly, the energy consumption model for the mobile-agent-based computing is from [13] which are measured based on a Lucent IEEE 802.11 WaveLAN PC Card using 2.4GHz direct sequence spread spectrum. We derive the rest of the constants based on the energy consumption ratio between transmission, receiving, and computation, which is roughly
C. Simulation Results
We use a simulated sensor network written by GloMoSim [16] to obtain the amount of time spent for data transfer. We then use the analytical models developed in Eqs. 1-4 to calculate the execution time and energy consumption.
In our simulation, the basic network consists of wireless nodes randomly distributed within a 100 ¢ 1 00mS area. The mobility model we use is the random waypoint model where nodes randomly choose a destination and move at a speed of 10m/s. Once it arrives at the destination, it pauses for 5 seconds and then continues moving. The radio frequency we used is 2.5GHz. Parameters that determine the data processing time and the overhead in different computing models are listed ) on the execution time and energy consumption using the two computing models. In each experiment, we only change the value of one parameter but keep others fixed.
1) Effect of the number of nodes (9 ) : In this experiment, we change the number of nodes 9 from 2 to 30 and use 1 mobile agent. The result is shown in Fig. 4 . We observe that both the execution time and the energy consumption using either computing model grow as the number of nodes increases. But the execution time of the client/server model grows much faster than the mobile-agent-based model. This is because as the number of nodes increases, the server has to deal with more connections requested by the clients at the same time which elongates the execution time. On the other hand, the mobile agent model is less influenced by the number of nodes because there are much less connections at one time for the mobile agent model. The figure also shows that, for
, the client/server model performs a little better than the mobile agent model from both the execution time and energy consumption perspectives. This happens when the mobile agent model needs more connections than the client/server model in order to send and receive mobile agents. It also happens when the overhead of the mobile agent surpasses the overhead of the client/server model. 
2) Effect of the number of mobile agents (@ ):
In this experiment, we fix the node number at 100 but change the number of mobile agents from 1 to 50. Without loss of generality, we assume each agent migrates the same number of nodes. We expect a constant profile from the client/server model since it is irrelevant to the number of mobile agents. We can see from Fig. 5 that the execution time of the mobile agent model is always less than that of the client/server model because the node number is large. Interestingly, the execution time of the mobile agent model decreases as the number of mobile agents increases and reaches the lowest point when there are 5 mobile agents. Then the execution time begins to climb. This is because more mobile agents will reduce the number of nodes each agent migrates, thus reducing the execution time. But more mobile agents also cause more connections and more overheads. As the number of mobile agents increases, the energy consumption also increases in linear and the mobile agent model actually consumes more energy when 
(
K . Figure 6 shows that both the execution time and energy consumption of the mobile agent model grow as 
4) Effect of the overhead ratio (
In this experiment, we fix all other parameters and observe the effect of the overhead ratio 8 6 H 8 changing from 0.1 to 4.0. We can see from Fig. 7 that when the ratio is greater than 0.5, the client/server-based computing starts to spend more execution time since the larger the 8 6 , the more the execution time. On the other hand, from the energy consumption point of view, when the overhead ratio is greater than 0.2, the client/serverbased computing starts to consume more energy already.
The above simulation results show that the mobile-agentbased model does not always perform better than the client/server-based model and in different scenarios, the energy consumption is usually the more contingent resource. However, in the context of sensor networks with hundreds or even thousands of nodes, unreliable communication links, and reduced bandwidth, the mobile-agent-based computing provides solutions to energy-efficient collaborative processing with less execution time.
IV. USING MOBILE AGENTS FOR MULTI-SENSOR COLLABORATIVE PROCESSING
Since individual sensors can only sense a portion of the sensor field using certain sensing modalities, information provided by single sensor might very well be biased or inaccurate. If the sensor is malfunctioning or even tempered by malicious adversaries, the information can be contradictory. Therefore, collaborative processing among multiple sensor nodes is important to complement for each others missing information and tolerate faults.
Having shown the advantages of using the mobile-agentbased computing model in sensor network through simulation and analytical analysis, this section discusses how the mobile agent can be used to carry out collaborative processing among multiple sensor nodes. We also comment on the degree of fault tolerance that mobile-agent-based collaborative processing can provide.
A. Formulating the Overlap Function
Let us assume each sensor can generate a confidence range over some information derived from the data collected locally. For example, in the classification of a certain target, the sensor output might be expressed as "I am 40 to 70 percent sure that the target just went by me is a diesel truck." We define this range as the confidence interval estimate, e.g. from
. The confidence itself can be modelled by different stochastic distributions, the simplest of which would be a uniform distribution, where equal weight has been put on each confidence within the confidence range. Other appropriate distributions could be a Gaussian (more weight on the central confidence) or a Rayleigh (more weight on the low confidence). Let . In order to integrate the confidence range distribution ¡ from individual sensor nodes, we developed a distributed multi-resolution integration (MRI) algorithm [17] . The original MRI algorithm was proposed by Prasad, Iyengar, and Rao in 1994 [18] , where a processing center collects the outputs of the sensors and constructs an overlap function
(A is the number of sensors). The overlap function can be resolved at successively finer scales of resolution to isolate region over which the correct sensors lie. In [18] , an abstract sensor is defined as a sensor that reads a physical parameter and gives out an abstract interval estimate which is a bounded and connected subset of the set of real number. Based on this definition, a correct sensor is an abstract sensor whose interval estimate contains the actual value of the parameter being measured. Otherwise, it is a faulty sensor. A faulty sensor is tamely faulty if its interval estimate overlaps with a correct sensor, and is widely faulty if it does not overlap with any correct sensors. 
B. Modified Overlap Function and Fault Tolerance
In mobile-agent-based multi-sensor collaborative processing, we make three modifications based on the original formulation of overlap function:
First, the abstract interval estimate is not a physical parameter reading but a confidence range derived from local signal processing.
Second, the overlap function is not generated at the processing center. Once an event occurs, local processing will be initiated automatically at each sensor node. In the meanwhile, mobile agents will be dispatched by the cluster head and migrate among these sensor nodes, integrating local processing results, which we call the partially integrated result [17] . A 7 -D array serves as an appropriate data structure to store this result. The size of the array depends upon the resolution used. The lower the resolution, the smaller the array. For example, if the resolution is 0.05, then within a [0,1] interval, the buffer size will be 21 (1/0.05+1). The advantage of using mobile-agentbased model is that it provides progressive accuracy. When the accuracy requirement has been reached, the mobile agent can return to the cluster head immediately without finishing the scheduled route which saves network bandwidth as well as conserves power.
The third modification concerns the reliability of the integrated result. The original MRI algorithm picks a "crest" from the overlap function and resolves only the crest in the next finer resolution level. The process will continue until the finest resolution is reached. Take the overlap function in Fig. 8 (a) as an example, the crest picked at the current resolution (0.05) would be )
6
. In [18] , the authors show that the algorithm is robust and satisfies a Lipschitz condition [19] which ensures that minor changes in the input intervals cause only minor changes in the integrated result. Cho et al. [20] . This algorithm also satisfies Lipschitz condition and the biggest advantage of which is that it is able to reduce the width of the output interval in most cases and produce a narrower output interval when the number of sensors involved is large, which is the case for sensor networks in general. However, the problem with Cho's approach is that the value of is normally unknown. We make the following improvement in order to solve this problem.
We assume before the mobile agent is dispatched, the accuracy requirement and the resolution used are already known. The resolution requirement tells the mobile agent the size of buffer it needs to carry and the accuracy requirement tells it when to stop migration. In order for the mobile agent to automatically determine when it can return, a "partially integrated overlap function" needs to be generated at every stop of the mobile agent migration. We use
to pick the "crest" where # is the height of the highest peak in the overlap function, % is the width of the peak, and 0
is the confidence at the center of the peak. The peak with the largest is selected as the crest. For example, in Fig. 8 (a) , the crest selected is the rectangle between and ! . The height of the crest is . An "intermediate accuracy" ( 0 ) can then be derived which is used to determine if the mobile agent has achieved the required accuracy or not. We design a protocol for decision making which concerns both the degree of fault tolerance and the accuracy achieved.
According to the Byzantine generals problem [21] , the maximum number of faults ( ) that certain amount of sensor nodes (A ) can tolerate is
. As the mobile agent migrates from node to node, the maximum number of faulty sensors that can be tolerated will change, so does the integration result
, but the degree of fault tolerance maintains the same as that of the Byzantine generals problem. The protocol says that if and only if the following three criteria are satisfied, the mobile agent has to continue migration:
1. The overlap function has its highest peaks ranging from
)
, where is calculated from Eq. 5; 2. The intermediate accuracy 9
calculated from the partial integration result at each sensor node has to be equal to or larger than the median of the estimated interval. For example, if the estimated interval is ) (
, then the integrated accuracy cannot be less than 0.5.
3. Both 1 and 2 have to be satisfied in adjacent two migrations excluding the first sensor node in order to add stability to the decision.
We will provide an application example to show how this protocol is applied.
V. COLLABORATIVE TARGET CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we describe the usage of the mobile-agentbased collaborative processing in multi-sensor target classification. Experimental results on classification of three targets in a network of 70 sensors are presented. In order to use the mobile-agent-based computing, the local result needs to be formulated in the form of a confidence range, where in the application example of target classification, it is the range of classification confidence over each possible class.
We start with an example where the mobile agent migrates within a cluster of 4 sensor nodes in order to integrate classification results on three possible targets as shown in the following table. The three intervals associated with each node indicate the classification confidence range of that node thinking the target might be of class 1, 2, or 3. For example, node 1 classifies the target as class 1 with a confidence ranges from 0.10 to 0.29. In this example, node 1 provides a tamely faulty result. Figure 9 illustrates how mobile agent generates the partially integrated confidence range by migrating from node 1 to node 4. We assume the resolution requirement is 0.05, then the size of the 1-D array is 21*3=63 to hold results for the three targets. The four sub-figures show the content of this array while the mobile agent migrates. Table I summarizes the mobile agent's decision making procedure at each stop of its migration. We observe that the integration result at stop 1 and 2 is "class 2" but changes to "class 3" at stop 3 and 4.
A. Generate the Confidence Range
Among all the supervised classification algorithms, we choose to use the k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) technique since it can classify data in any kind of distributions. kNN is also easier to modify in order to generate a classification confidence range. Simply speaking, kNN uses a so-called "nearest neighbor rule", to classify the unknowns. It assigns . For each specific ¡ , classification is performed using the classic kNN algorithm and a confidence (or probability) of the unknown belonging to every possible class is generated. The confidence range is then formed by choosing the minimal and the maximal values of these confidence.
B. Experimental Results
The data set we use for testing collaborative target classification is provided by DARPA SensIT (Sensor Information Technology) program from a field demo (SITEX02) held at 29 Palms, California in November 2001. In the SITEX02 field demo, around 70 sensors are deployed in a field with a 150 ¢ 2 00mS intersection connecting to a N-S road and an 8 E-W road. There are G possible target classes, AAV, Dragon Wagon (DW) and HMMWV. The time-series signals are collected from two sensing modalities on-board each sensor node, a geophone to collect seismic signals down-sampled at 512Hz and a microphone to collect acoustic signals downsampled at 1024Hz. A three-way cross validation is conducted by dividing the whole data set into three partitions, with two of the partitions used as the training set and the other one the test set. We adopt two representations, classification accuracy and confusion matrix, to illustrate the performance of the collaborative classification as shown in Figs. 10 and 11 respectively.
In Fig. 10 the four pairs of bar charts compare the classification accuracy on target AAV, DW, HMMWV, and the overall average accuracy between single node classification and collaborative classification. In all cases, the multi-sensor classification performs better than the single sensor by a percentage of 3.6, 1, 27.8, and 13 respectively. The average classification accuracy can reach as high as 96.4%. Tables II and  III . Confusion matrix is a square matrix used to compare the classification results with the ground truth where the rows indicating the ground truth and the columns the actual classification result. Ideally, the confusion matrix should be diagonal that indicates a 100% classification accuracy. However, no classification algorithms can be perfect and misclassifications happen all the time. This results in a 3-D illustration of the confusion matrix where the cylinders along the diagonal are significantly higher than the rest cylinders that are contributed from misclassification. We observe from Fig. 11 that the misclassification cylinders of the multi-sensor classification are much shorter than those from the single-sensor classification. 
C. Classification Discussion
Although the focus of this paper is not about classification, indeed, we only use classification as an example, it is still worth mentioning that the considerably high average classification accuracy (96.4%) is not just because of the usage of multi-sensor collaborative processing. If the local processing result is not reasonably good, no matter how superior a collaborative processing algorithm is, the integrated result still couldn't be improved. The local classification results cited in this paper are based on three levels of processing: timeseries data classification (apply the modified kNN algorithm on feature vectors extracted from both the frequency and timefrequency analysis of 1-sec time-series data), event fusion (majority voting on classification results generated from 1-sec time-series data that belong to the same event), and multimodality fusion (fusion of classification results from different sensing modalities). Interested readers are referred to [22] for details on these techniques. Figure 12 summarizes the performance gain of conducting classification at different levels of processing. We observe that the performance of the event fusion and multi-modality fusion might vary for different target classes, but in all cases, the multi-sensor collaborative processing is always better than the local processing result. Dash line: seismic signal; "1sec": averaged accuracy using 1-second subevents; "event": event fusion result; "a+s": multi-modality fusion result; and "sf": multi-sensor collaborative processing result using mobile agent.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a mobile-agent-based computing model for collaborative signal and information processing (CSIP) in sensor networks. We compared the performance of the mobile-agent-based model with the classic client/serverbased model from the execution time and energy consumption perspectives through both simulation and analytical study. We conclude that in the context of sensor networks where the number of sensor nodes is very large, the communication bandwidth is considerably low, and the energy resource is contingent, the mobile-agent-based computing model is more suitable for conducting collaborative processing. We further discussed the degree of fault tolerance that the mobile-agentbased collaborative processing can achieve. We applied this computing model in collaborative target classification in a ground sensor network and the results clearly show the superior performance of the collaborative classification over single node classification.
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